
WALL SOLUTIONS

The thickness of 100 mm made with an internal metal structure completed by blind panels or glazed frames
of different sizes both in width and height to be used according to the needs of dividing the rooms.

STRUCTURE

The structure of the WALL SOLUTIONS wall is composed of two profiles in painted sheet metal placed on
the floor and ceiling on which they must be housed in opposition to the uprights in galvanized steel section.
The uprights are equipped at the bottom with an adjustable foot and at the top with a presser, this allows
easy levelling of the system both on the floor and on the ceiling, with the possibility of reaching values of
more or less 20 mm.
Slits  obtained along the entire length of  the uprights,  with  pitch 32,  allow a quick  coupling  and "self-
centering" of the cladding panels.
All metal parts are equipped with gaskets on which the blind panels and the frames of the glass parts rest.

MODULES

- Width mm. 500 only in the blind version.
- Width mm.1000 blind and glazed version.
- Width mm. 1200/1500/2000 blind and glazed version with horizontal bands.

Height modules:
The wall can be supplied as standard with modules up to a height of 3084 mm.
The final compensations of less than 1000 mm are made with blind infill modules, which are adapted when
necessary and during assembly.

BLIND PARTS

The blind parts are characterized by double-sided panels with a thickness of  18 mm, and are in wood
agglomerate coated with melamine weight 120 g / Mq., With wax finish and panel density 640 Kg / Mc.
The standard colours are those shown in the finishes folder in the final part of the catalogue, depending on
the quantity other finishes can be supplied.
The panels are bordered on the perimeter with a thick ABS edge.
The standard product is made using low formaldehyde emission class E1 and class C2 fire reaction panels,
on request it can be supplied with fireproof class C1 fire reaction panels.
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GLASS PARTS

The Glass parts are made of a brushed aluminium structure, with a frame containing the glass which can be
of the normal FLOAT thickness type. 5 mm., Or safety.
The tempered safety glass complies with the UNI EN12150 standards in force "Glass for building. Glass of
heat-tempered hard-calcium silicate".

DOOR MODULE

The door module has a centre distance of 1000 mm, with a useful passage of 900 mm for the single door
and 2000 mm for the double door with a useful passage of 1800 mm and consists of a brushed aluminium
case and a door available in three versions; blind, in glass and framed glass.
The door can be supplied at full height or with fanlight 
This can also be blind or glazed with the same characteristics as the fixed parts.

INSPECTIONABILITY AND INTERCHANGEABILITY

The versatility of  the system allows access at any time with simple operations, inside the wall  itself  to
arrange other wiring or simply to inspect existing systems.
It  is  possible to intervene and modify any module and in any part  of  it  without having to modify  the
remaining modules.

ADDITIONAL INSULATION

It is possible to increase the acoustic insulation of the wall  by inserting inside a mineral wool mattress
wrapped in sealed polyethylene bags in accordance with current regulations. Or any other materials in
relation to the required insulation needs.

SELF-SUPPORTING

By replacing the upper profiler, it is possible to install the wall even in the presence of a light false ceiling, it
is also possible to create a partial partition (which does not reach the ceiling), with the addition in the upper
part of a special self-supporting structure.
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